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21    21kg (46.3 lbs) 

2 4 air-outlets provide flexibility
    4 air-outlets are equipped on the compressor. 
    2 outlets for              high pressure tools.
    2 outlets for regular pressure tools. 

    The DC Brushless Motor 
    is more powerful, quieter 
    and lighter than the con-
    ventional motors. Also 
    the inverter circuit on the 
    motor adjusts the RPM 
    to extract the maximum 
    performance depending 
    on the voltage level.
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2Light weight

2High pressure air tank

   34 bar (500 psi)
    330   equivalent tank size 
     34bar. 9.7    compared to current model.
    (29 bar. 10.4    )

Operating 
mode

NORMAL
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HIGH 
POWER
MODE

Cuts in Cuts off
Pressure control range

Application example

25bar

30bar

29bar
 Joinery work by MAX
                  tools, general-
 purpose nailers, etc

Continuous firing with  
MAX                  tools 34bar

NOISE

2Motor Floating
Silent drive

7%
Lower

Noise-reducing rubber 
bushing between the 
motor and the tank unit.

High power
mode Quiet mode

2Easy drain lever
     Just  by turning the
    lever,  the ball valve 
    opens and drains the
     air and water easily. 

2Maintenance LED
    This LED lights up as the 
    machine operating hours 
    reach 1,000 hours.

2DC Brushless Motor with 
   inverter circuit

2Main switch

    and compact size improves portability. 
only
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WEIGHT

Current
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300 330

10%
UP

16%
DOWN

TANK VOLUME

2Quiet Mode LED
    Silent drive only 
    68dB.

2Automatic Changeover LED
    Carried out by the selector switch. Select a de-
    sired mode from those listed in the following
    table according to the given application.

2Temperature or Electrical Problem LED
   This LED and buzzer system indicates problems
    such as high temperature or low voltage. Just see 
    the instruction manual for detail.

.Use MAX                       Hoses for High pressure tools.

Noise
AKHL1230E(CE) LPA 73 dB(A)
For the European market. the compressors are manuf-
actured to meet Directive CE 98/37. 
The sound generated by the workstation is indicated as
sound pressure level measured free-field at a distance 
of 1m:ISO2151

MODEL
DIMENTIONS

WEIGHT
MAX WORKING PRESSURE

MOTOR POWER
POWER SUPPLY 
RATED CURRENT

CYLINDERS

RATED SPEED

TANK VOLUME
PRESSURE SWITCH
WORKING RANGE

AKHL1230E (CE)
319(H)H373(W)H547(L)mm
21 kg (46.3 lbs )
34 bar
2 HP
230VK10% 50HzK1% 
7 A
2 cylinders
(HIGH POWER / NORMAL MODE) 3,300 rpm
(QUIET MODE) 2,200 rpm
9.7 L
Off : 34bar/On : 30bar (POWER MODE)
Off : 29bar/On : 25bar (NORMAL MODE)

1Regular pressure
   tools

1High pressure
                  tools

(Up to 2 pcs.) (Up to 2 pcs.)
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